Response characteristics of a reversible electrochemical sensor for the polyion protamine.
We describe here in detail the first reversible electrochemical sensors for the polyion protamine. Potentiometric sensors were proposed in recent years, mainly for the determination of the polyions heparin and protamine. Such potentiometric polyion sensors functioned on the nonequilibrium extraction of polyions into a hydrophobic membrane phase via ion pairing with lipophilic ion exchangers. This made it difficult to design sensors that operate in a truly reversible fashion. The reversible sensors described here utilize the same basic response mechanism as their potentiometric counterparts, but the processes of extraction and ion stripping are now fully controlled electrochemically. Spontaneous polyion extraction is avoided by using membranes containing highly lipophilic electrolytes that possess no ion-exchange properties. Reversible extraction of polyions is induced if a constant current pulse of fixed duration is applied across the membrane, followed by a baseline potential pulse. The key theoretical response principles of this new class of polyion sensors are discussed here and compared to those of its classical potentiometric counterpart. The electrochemical sensing system is characterized in terms of optimal working conditions, membrane composition, selectivity, and influence of sample stirring and organic-phase diffusion coefficient on the response characteristics. Excellent potential stability and reversibility of the sensors are observed, and measurements of heparin concentration in whole blood samples via protamine titration are demonstrated.